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ADB Financial Resources

Carrying an AAA rating, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) raises funds through 
bond issues on the world’s capital markets. ADB also raises funds from members’ 
contributions and retained earnings from lending operations. These sources 
comprise ADB’s ordinary capital resources (OCR) and account for approximately 
92% of OCR lending to ADB’s developing member countries.

The OCR is a pool of funds offered at near-market terms to better-off borrowing 
countries. Loans and grants are also provided from Special Funds Resources 
(SFR), financed primarily from contributions of donor members. SFR includes the 
Asian Development Fund (ADF), which offers loans at concessional interest rates 
and grants that help reduce poverty in ADB’s poorest borrowing countries.

This matrix details financing modalities for sovereign and sovereign-guaranteed 
loans, grants, and guarantees financed through the OCR and ADF. 

About the Asian Development Bank

ADB’s vision is an Asia and Pacific region free of poverty. Its mission is to help its 
developing member countries reduce poverty and improve the quality of life of their 
people. Despite the region’s many successes, it remains home to approximately 
two-thirds of the world’s poor: 1.6 billion people who live on less than $2 a day, 
with 733 million struggling on less than $1.25 a day. ADB is committed to reducing 
poverty through inclusive economic growth, environmentally sustainable growth, 
and regional integration.

Based in Manila, ADB is owned by 67 members, including 48 from the region.  
Its main instruments for helping its developing member countries are policy 
dialogue, loans, equity investments, guarantees, grants, and technical assistance.
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Funding Source Type DMC Group MFF Eligible Currency
On Loans Negotiated On or After 1 July 2011

Grace Period Repayment Period Disbursement Schedule Currency Conversion Interest Conversion Optionsj Prepayment Cancellation Eligibility of Expenditure Reference
Interest Commitment Charge

Ordinary 
Capital 
Resources 
(OCR)

LOAN

Investment  
(Project or Sector)

B and C Yes, except 
Sector 
Development 
Programc

US dollar, Yen, Euro, nonstandard 
foreign currencies,d or local currency 
(in special circumstances)

Fixed or Floating; For Floating, cost-base ratee plus 0.50% effective 
contractual spread and maturity premiumf

0.15% per annum based on 
undisbursed balance

Generally based on time 
needed for project to 
become operational 

Based on (a) project economic life,  
(b) financial condition of the borrowing 
entity, (c) revenue-earning capacity of 
the project, or (d) debt-service capacity 
of the borrowing DMC

Progressive and expenditure-based Yes (with exceptions), for all  
or part of undisbursed or  
disbursed amounts

Yes, from fixed to floating or vice versa, or to establish an interest 
rate cap or collar on floating rate; Conversion fees may apply

Yes, fees may 
apply

Yes, fees may 
apply

Standard OM D1, D3, 
H3

Stand-alone 
Policy-Based

B and C No US dollar, Yen, Euro, or nonstandard 
foreign currenciesd

Fixed or Floating; For Floating, cost-base ratee plus 0.50% effective 
contractual spread and maturity premiumf

0.15% per annum based on 
undisbursed balance

3 years 15 years including grace period Single or multiple tranches based on reforms 
progress as preset targets are achieved

Yes, for all or part of undisbursed 
or disbursed amounts 

Yes, from fixed to floating or vice versa, or to establish an interest 
rate cap or collar on floating rate; Conversion fees may apply

Yes, fees may 
apply

Yes, fees may 
apply

Items not on negative import list or 
specific positive import list

OM D1, D4

Policy-Based— 
Programmatic Approach

B and C No US dollar, Yen, Euro, or nonstandard 
foreign currenciesd

Fixed or Floating; For Floating, cost-base ratee plus 0.50% effective 
contractual spread and maturity premiumf

0.15% per annum based on 
undisbursed balance

3 years 15 years including grace period Single or multiple tranches based on reforms 
progress as preset targets are achieved

Yes, for all or part of undisbursed 
or disbursed amounts 

Yes, from fixed to floating or vice versa, or to establish an interest 
rate cap or collar on floating rate; Conversion fees may apply

Yes, fees may 
apply

Yes, fees may 
apply

Items not on negative import list or 
specific positive import list

OM D1, D4

Financial Intermediation B and C Yes US dollar, Yen, Euro, nonstandard 
foreign currencies,d or local currency 
(in special circumstances)

Fixed or Floating; For Floating, cost-base ratee plus 0.50% effective 
contractual spread and maturity premiumf

0.15% per annum based on 
undisbursed balance

3 years 15 years including grace period Single or multiple tranches Yes, for all or part of undisbursed 
or disbursed amounts 

Yes, from fixed to floating or vice versa, or to establish an interest 
rate cap or collar on floating rate; Conversion fees may apply

Yes, fees may 
apply

Yes, fees may 
apply

Standard OM D1, D6, 
H3

Emergency Assistance C N/A US dollar, Yen, Euro, nonstandard 
foreign currencies,d or local currency 
(in special circumstances)

Fixed or Floating; For Floating, cost-base ratee plus 0.50% effective 
contractual spread and maturity premiumf

0.15% per annum based on 
undisbursed balance

Up to 8 years Up to 32 years including grace period Progressive and expenditure-based;  
may include quick-disbursing components

Yes, for all or part of undisbursed 
or disbursed amounts 

Yes, from fixed to floating or vice versa, or to establish an interest 
rate cap or collar on floating rate; Conversion fees may apply

Yes, fees may 
apply

Yes, fees may 
apply

Standard OM D1, D7, 
H3

Special Policy-Based B and C No US dollar, Yen, Euro, or nonstandard 
foreign currenciesd

Fixed or Floating; For Floating, cost-base ratee plus minimum 2.00% 
spread and maturity premiumf

0.75% per annum based 
on undisbursed balance

Up to 3 years 5–8 years including grace period Single or multiple tranches based on reforms 
progress as preset targets are achieved

Yes, for all or part of undisbursed 
or disbursed amounts 

Yes, from fixed to floating or vice versa, or to establish an interest 
rate cap or collar on floating rate; Conversion fees may apply

Yes, fees may 
apply

Yes, fees may 
apply

Items not on negative import list or 
specific positive import list

OM D1, D4

Countercyclical  
Support Facility

B and C No US dollar, Yen, Euro, or nonstandard 
foreign currenciesd

Fixed or Floating; For Floating, cost-base ratee plus minimum 2.00% 
spread and maturity premiumf

0.75% per annum based 
on undisbursed balance

Up to 3 years 5–8 years including grace period Single tranche with precautionary financing 
option

Yes, for all or part of undisbursed 
or disbursed amounts 

Yes, from fixed to floating or vice versa, or to establish an interest 
rate cap or collar on floating rate; Conversion fees may apply

Yes, fees may 
apply

Yes, fees may 
apply

Items not on negative import list or 
specific positive import list

OM D1, D4

Technical Assistance B and C N/A US dollar, Yen, Euro, nonstandard 
foreign currencies,d or local currency 
(in special circumstances)

Fixed or Floating; For Floating, cost-base ratee plus 0.50% effective 
contractual spread and maturity premiumf

N/A 3 years 15 years including grace period Progressive and expenditure-based Yes (with exceptions), for all  
or part of undisbursed or  
disbursed amounts

Yes, from fixed to floating or vice versa, or to establish an interest 
rate cap or collar on floating rate; Conversion fees may apply

Yes, fees may 
apply

Yes, fees may 
apply

Cost of expert services, facilities, 
operational activities (including staff 
training and development for DMCs)

OM D1, 
D12, H3

OTHERS
Guarantee B and C Yes US dollar, Yen, Euro, nonstandard 

foreign currencies,d or local currency 
(in special circumstances)

Fees apply in lieu of interestg N/A N/A Based on the terms of the underlying 
loan facility

Based on the terms of the guarantee 
agreement

N/A N/A N/A Yes Standard OM D9, H3

Asian 
Development 
Fund 
(ADF)

LOAN

Investment  
(Project or Sector)

A Yes SDR 1% during the grace period and 1.5% during amortization periodh N/A 8 years (fixed) 32 years (fixed) including grace period Progressive and expenditure-based N/A N/A Yes Yes Standard OM D2, H3

Bb 2% throughout loan maturityh 5 years (fixed) 25 years (fixed) including grace period

Stand-alone 
Policy-Based

A No SDR 1% during the grace period and 1.5% during amortization period N/A 8 years (fixed) 24 years (fixed) including grace period Single or multiple tranches based on reforms 
progress as preset targets are achieved

N/A N/A Yes Yes Items not on negative import list or 
specific positive import list

OM D2, D4
Bb 2% throughout loan maturity 5 years (fixed) 25 years (fixed) including grace period

Policy-Based— 
Programmatic Approach

A No SDR 1% during the grace period and 1.5% during amortization period N/A 8 years (fixed) 24 years (fixed) including grace period Single or multiple tranches based on reforms 
progress as preset targets are achieved

N/A N/A Yes Yes Items not on negative import list or 
specific positive import list

OM D2, D4
Bb 2% throughout loan maturity 5 years (fixed) 25 years (fixed) including grace period

Financial Intermediation A Yes SDR 1% during the grace period and 1.5% during amortization period N/A 8 years (fixed) 32 years (fixed) including grace period Single or multiple tranches N/A N/A Yes Yes Standard OM D2, D4
Bb 2% throughout loan maturity 5 years (fixed) 25 years (fixed) including grace period

Emergency Assistance A and B N/A SDR 1% throughout loan maturity N/A 10 years 40 years including grace periodi Progressive and expenditure-based;  
may include quick-disbursing components

N/A N/A Yes Yes Standard OM D2, 
D7, H3

Technical Assistance A and B N/A SDR See terms for Investment (Project or Sector) N/A See terms for Investment  
(Project  or Sector)

See terms for Investment  
(Project or Sector)

Progressive and expenditure-based See terms for Investment  
(Project or Sector)

See terms for Investment (Project or Sector) See terms for Investment 
(Project or Sector)

Cost of expert services, facilities, 
operational activities (including staff 
training and development for DMCs)

OM D2, 
D12, H3

GRANT

Investment  
(Project or Sector)

A and B Yes US dollar N/A N/A N/A N/A Progressive based on procurement plan N/A N/A N/A Yes Standard OM D2, H3

Stand-alone 
Policy-Based

A and B No US dollar N/A N/A N/A N/A Single or multiple tranches based on reforms 
progress as preset targets are achieved

N/A N/A N/A Yes Items not on negative import list or 
specific positive import list

OM D2, D4

Policy-Based— 
Programmatic Approach

A and B No US dollar N/A N/A N/A N/A Single or multiple tranches based on reforms 
progress as preset targets are achieved

N/A N/A N/A Yes Items not on negative import list or 
specific positive import list

OM D2, D4

Emergency Assistance A and B N/A US dollar N/A N/A N/A N/A Progressive and expenditure-based;  
may include quick-disbursing components

N/A N/A N/A Yes Standard OM D2, 
D7, H3

ADB Products and Financing Modalities for Sovereign Guarantees, Loans, and Grantsa As of 1 April 2014. For the latest information, contact OSFMD or visit www.adb.org.

a The Executing Agency or Implementing Agency of an ADB project may be a government ministry, department, or agency; a provincial or local government; a parastatal; 
a Central Bank, Reserve Bank, or an eligible financial intermediary.

b The lending terms are applicable to loan negotiations completed on or after 1 January 2013.
c Sector Development Program is a combination of an investment component (project or sector) and a policy-based component. It is not a separate modality (OM D5).
d Nonstandard currencies are foreign currencies in which ADB can efficiently intermediate.
e Cost-base rate is the LIBOR, EURIBOR, the relevant floating rate benchmark, or ADB’s cost of funding, where applicable. Adjustments to reflect ADB’s actual cost of 

funding through surcharge (rebate) shall be applied to the upcoming interest period to maintain the automatic cost pass-through pricing.

ADB Pilot Products and Financing Modalities for Sovereign and Sovereign-Guaranteed Loans and Grantsa

Funding Source Type DMC Group Pilot Period Currency Interest Commitment Charge Grace Period Repayment Period Disbursement Schedule Currency Conversion Interest Conversion Optionsj Prepayment or Cancellation Eligibility of Expenditure Reference
OCR/ADF LOAN Results-Based 

Lending See Investment 
(Project)

Ends 6 March 2019 See terms for Investment (Project) See terms for 
Investment (Project)

See terms for 
Investment (Project)

See terms for 
Investment (Project)

See terms for Investment (Project) Multiple tranches based on achievement of 
agreed program results indicators

See terms for Investment (Project) See terms for Investment (Project) See terms for Investment 
(Project)

Standard subject to exclusionk Policy Paper (2013)

LOAN / 
GRANT

Project Design 
Advance

Ends 31 December 2017 US dollar, Yen, Euro, SDR, or 
nonstandard foreign currenciesd

See terms for 
Investment (Project)

See terms for 
Investment (Project)

2 years for 
commitment charges

Refinanced by ensuing loan or grant upon effectiveness. In the absence thereof,  
5 years (except if amount is less than or equal to $50,000, 60 days).

Progressive and expenditure-based N/A N/A See terms for Investment 
(Project)

Cost of expert services, related facilities required for 
project formulation and development

Staff Instructions (2014)

DMCs = developing member countries, EURIBOR = Euro interbank offered rate, LIBOR = London interbank offered rate, MFF = multitranche financing facility, N/A = not applicable, OM = Operations Manual, SDR = special drawing rights.
f Applicable to loans (other than project design facility loans) for which formal negotiations are completed on or after 1 April 2012. The maturity premium is 0.10% per year 

for loans with average maturity of more than 13 to 16 years, or 0.20% per annum for loans with average maturity of more than 16 years to 19 years. The average loan 
maturity is subject to a limit of 19 years.

g ADB charges fees to compensate for cost of capital, risk, operating expenses, and transaction costs. Fees include guarantee fees, syndication fees, administrative and 
other fees.

h To help cover the foregone interest income from ADF grants, harder lending terms are provided. Hard-term loans carry an interest rate equivalent to the weighted average 
of the 10-year fixed swap rates of SDR less 1.50% plus OCR lending spread, or ADF interest rate, whichever is higher. 

i Repayment of principal is at 2% per year for the first 10 years after the grace period and 4% thereafter.
j The terms and conditions arising from ADB’s hedging transactions are passed to the borrowers plus a transaction fee of 0.0625%, except for the first series of interest 

rate conversions for which no fee shall be charged (OM D1).
k Excludes (i) activities that would be classified as category A under ADB‘s Safeguard Policy Statement (2009); and (ii) activities that involve procurement of works, 

goods, and services under contracts with estimated values that exceed specified monetary amounts (high-value contracts). High-value contracts are defined as  
$50 million for works, turnkey, and supply and installation contracts; $30 million for goods; $20 million for information and technology systems and non-consulting 
services; and $15 million for consultant services. 

NOTE: In this publication, “$” refers to US dollars.
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